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Pharmacy Labeling System
Verify RX™

Our Mission: Safe and Efficient Labels

Barcode scanning has been a core tenant of hospital pharmacist workflows for
decades; however, pharmacies have yet to implement the technology in
several workflows such as expiration labeling and batch compounded
medications. Vigilant Verify RX is an easy-to-use and easy-to-implement
solution that enables pharmacists to further deploy the proven technology, of
barcode scanning. 

The Challenge:

Currently, pharmacies purchase and store a large variety of pre-printed labels.
Additionally, pharmacy technicians are manually creating labels by mentally
calculating expiration dates and handwriting dates on pre-printed stickers or
using price guns.  

Error-prone due to the manual calculations; no double check in the process
Time consuming to handwrite or modify the price guns to the appropriate
date
Labels could be customized to include a lot more information

The Verify RX Solution:

Verify RX dramatically increases efficiency and patient safety by combining
best-in-class technologies: thermal printer, barcode scanner, full NDC
database from the FDA, and customizable software. Vigilant can modify the
solution to print different sizes of labels as well as the format of the printed
output. Additionally, the solution has a huge database of image formats to print
labels on demand.

Automate repetitive tasks with barcode scanning, boosting productivity and
patient safety
Easily print expiration labels by scanning medication barcodes
Create a wide variety of labels on demand
Reduce costs by stocking only one unit for printing various labels
Eliminate delays by creating and printing correct labels instantly

Streamlined Pharmacy Labeling: Effortlessly Generate Up to 200
Compliant Labels in Seconds, Tailored to Your Medication

Specifications.
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Verify RX ™  by Vigilant Software

On-Demand labels within seconds
Clear. Consistent. Compliant. 

Verify RX: Streamlined Pharmacy Labeling 

Experience the ultimate solution in pharmacy labeling with
Vigilant’s Verify RX. Offering a seamless and cost-effective
approach to ensure the safety of compounded medications, Verify
RX is priced comparably to pre-printed label tape rolls and even
more affordable than just a few prefilled syringes. This all-inclusive
solution allows you to effortlessly print compounded drug labels,
expiration labels, drug warnings, and more. With extensive
customization options and a variety of label types, Verify RX
stands as the comprehensive choice for efficient and compliant
pharmacy labeling.

Get in Touch — 

Vigilant offers no-charge trials for clinicians to see
the tremendous impact of our labeling platform.
Give us a call or drop us an e-mail to schedule your
trial. 

214-843-0805 | sales@vigilantsoftware.io

Unique flag label allows for customized free text and
auxiliary labeling for special precautions.

Sample label 1  —  Compounded Medication Labels

Sample label 2 — Expiration Labels

Sample label 3 —  Warning Labels

About the Vigilant Verify Platform

Vigilant Verify platform has modules specifically tailored to
every area of the hospital. From anesthesia syringe labels in
operating rooms to IV tube labels in critical care, Vigilant
Solutions automates clinician workflow to ensure highly
informative labels are implemented with ease. Vigilant
research proves the direct correlation between ease of label
creation to higher label compliance, therefore reducing
medication errors. The Verify Platform is trusted by
pharmacists to meet the Joint Commission regulation and
ISMP guidelines. 


